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Strategic consumer behavior has been extensively studied in the Management Science and Operations 

Management community. We survey recent developments in the literature and review possible opera- 

tional strategies and decisions to counteract the adverse impact of strategic consumer behavior. Specif- 

ically, we broadly characterize these decisions into three classes – Pricing, Inventory, and Information –

and further discuss the influence of strategic consumer behavior on these decisions and their underlying 

mechanisms on counteracting consumers’ strategic waiting behavior. 
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. Introduction 

Technological advances have accelerated the adoption of dy-

amic pricing practice in industries such as retail, airline, and ho-

el, and trained consumers to time their purchases strategically for

nticipated future discounts. Strategic consumer behavior has been

n extensively discussed topic in the literature since ( Coase, 1972 ),

ho argues that a monopolist’s profit will be negatively influenced

f consumers, anticipating future price drops, postpone their pur-

hases – the idea of strategic consumer behavior . Since then, strate-

ic consumer behavior has been empirically observed and studied

or various industries such as console video games ( Nair, 2007 ),

extbooks ( Chevalier and Goolsbee, 2009 ), soft drinks ( Hendel and

evo, 2013 ), and airline tickets ( Li et al., 2014 ). In a controlled lab-

ratory environment, Osadchiy and Bendoly (2015) find that fac-

ng a future purchase opportunity, up to 79% of customers exhibit

trategic behavior. Furthermore, as strategic consumers will pre-

er to buy later at discounted prices instead of paying premium

rices up-front, the literature overwhelmingly demonstrates that

rms will significantly suffer from strategic consumer behavior. It

s noteworthy, however, that being strategic may not necessarily

enefit consumers. For example, Aflaki et al. (2016) demonstrate

hat depending on their valuations, many consumers will have
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ower surplus if they choose to behave strategically than if they

re myopic. 

The negative impact of strategic consumer behavior on the

eller’s profitability has been ubiquitously documented in the liter-

ture. For example, Coase (1972) argues that the monopolist can-

ot effectively exercise price discrimination on durable goods, be-

ause if the consumers rationally anticipate a price drop in the

uture, they will postpone their purchases. Following this logic,

oase (1972) conjectures that the only price at which the monop-

list can expect to sell its products is the clearance price. This

eans that strategic consumer behavior results not only in the

ack of ability to exercise discrimination, but the monopolist com-

letely loses market power in the sense that it cannot even charge

he best fixed price. Similar observations that the seller’s abil-

ty to adjust future prices can be exploited by consumers, who

ait strategically for future discounts to avoid paying the pre-

ium price up-front, have been extensively reported in the liter-

ture (e.g., Besanko and Winston, 1990; Elmaghraby et al., 2008;

tokey, 1979 , and Su, 2007 . Therefore, explicitly integrating strate-

ic consumer behavior into the seller’s decision-making processes

s vital to the firm’s profit performance, as ignoring strategic con-

umer behavior by incorrectly assuming that strategic customers

re myopic can be quite costly – reaching a potential revenue loss

f about 20% ( Aviv and Pazgal, 2008 ). Hence, identifying tactics and

trategies to counteract the adverse impact of strategic consumer

ehavior becomes a central research question in the strategic con-

umer behavior literature and will also be the focus of this review

aper. 
ents of strategic consumer behavior in operations management, 
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Review papers and book chapters on the subject of strategic

consumer behavior have been written by Chen and Chen (2015) ,

Gönsch et al. (2013) , Netessine and Tang (2009) , Özer and

Phillips (2012) , Shen and Su (2007) , Tang (2010) , and Zhou and

Wu (2011) . Most of these review papers or chapters focus on se-

lective research papers or on specific domains. For example, each

chapter in Netessine and Tang (2009) provides a detailed summary

of the model setting, analysis, and major insights for highly con-

centrated research papers. Chapters in Özer and Phillips (2012) fo-

cus their discussions on the influence of strategic consumer be-

havior on the firms’ pricing decisions. Tang (2010) includes a sec-

tion discussing the impact of strategic consumers on marketing-

operations models. Chen and Chen (2015) review selective papers

and focus on the revenue management domain. In their review

paper on dynamic pricing research, Zhou and Wu (2011) include

the discussions of strategic consumer behavior as a recent re-

search trend and possible future research direction. Among these

review papers and chapters, Gönsch et al. (2013) and Shen and

Su (2007) provide systematic and comprehensive reviews on

strategic consumer behavior from angles that are different from

ours. Gönsch et al. (2013) focus on reviewing how different model

choices and assumptions in strategic consumer behavior literature

influence managerial insights. Shen and Su (2007) present a de-

tailed review of strategic consumer behavior in the revenue man-

agement domain prior to 2007. In this review paper, to avoid du-

plications, we will mainly focus on recent research papers (i.e.,

after 2007) in the Management Science and Operations Manage-

ment discipline and concentrate on the development of tactics and

strategies that have the potential to counteract the negative influ-

ence of strategic consumer behavior. 

2. Review framework 

In this section, we will illustrate strategic consumer behavior

and categorize possible mechanisms to counteract such behavior

via a stylized two-period decision-marking model. To this end,

we first highlight the behavior differences between strategic con-

sumers and non-strategic/myopic consumers. Suppose a monop-

olist sells a product in a two-period horizon. Consider a typical

consumer who arrives in the first period. If this consumer decides

to purchase immediately, facing the first-period price p 1 and first-

period inventory level Q 1 , she will gain a surplus of 

S 1 ˙ = E [ A 1 · ( v 1 − p 1 ) ] , 

where v 1 denotes this consumer’s first-period

valuation/willingness-to-pay for this product and A 1 is the ra-

tioning probability function in the first period (i.e., the probability

of obtaining the product in the first period). There are various al-

location mechanism that determines how this strategic consumer

can obtain a unit. For example, Aviv and Pazgal (2008) adopt

a random allocation mechanism in which all consumers have

equal probability to obtain a unit (i.e., the rationing probability

is min 

{ 

1 , 
Q 1 

D 1 ( p 1 ) 

} 

, where D 1 ( p 1 ) is the first-period demand

function induced by the first-period price p 1 ), and Su (2010b ) uses

a valuation contingent allocation mechanism where products are

allocated to consumers in the order of their valuations. If this

consumer is myopic, then she will purchase as long as her surplus

from the immediate purchase is non-negative (i.e., S 1 ≥ 0). That is,

myopic consumers will delay their purchases when their surpluses

from immediate purchases are negative ( S 1 < 0). 

Strategic consumers, on the other hand, can intentionally delay

their purchases and strategically wait for anticipated future dis-

counts, even though the surplus from the immediate purchase is

non-negative ( S 1 ≥ 0). Specifically, based on her anticipated second-

period price p and inventory level Q , a strategic consumer will
2 2 
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ssess the expected surplus from a wait decision to be 

 2 ˙ = E [ A 2 · max { 0 , ( v 2 − p 2 ) } ] , 
here v 2 is the consumer’s second-period valuation and A 2 is the

ationing probability function in the second period. Depending on

he allocation mechanisms, this rationing probability function can

e contingent both on first-period parameters (e.g., Q 1 , D 1 ( p 1 ), p 1 ,

nd v 1 ) and on second-period parameters, such as the second-

eriod demand D 2 ( p 1 , D 1 ( p 1 ), p 2 ), price p 2 , inventory level Q 2 , and

aluation v 2 . The strategic consumer will purchase immediately,

nly if the surplus from the immediate purchase is no less than

hat from a wait decision (i.e., S 1 ≥ S 2 ≥ 0) ; otherwise (i.e., S 2 > S 1 ),

he will wait for the second period (even though the surplus from

he immediate purchase may be non-negative, i.e., S 1 ≥ 0) – the

trategic waiting behavior . 

Intuitively, to mitigate strategic waiting behavior, the seller

hould suppress consumers’ expected surpluses from waiting (i.e.,

ecrease S 2 ). The structure of S 2 provides the seller two ap-

roaches: limiting the surplus associated with obtaining a product

ith a lower second-period price (i.e., reduce max { 0 , ( v 2 − p 2 ) } )

r restricting the probability of obtaining the product in the sec-

nd period (i.e., reduce A 2 ). The former approach can be achieved

y carefully selecting the seller’s pricing decisions (e.g., p 1 and p 2 ),

nd the latter approach can be accomplished by optimally deter-

ining the seller’s inventory decisions (e.g., Q 1 and Q 2 ) and infor-

ation decisions (e.g., reveal or hide product availability informa-

ion). Therefore, we broadly characterize firm decisions into three

lasses: Pricing, Inventory , and Information . Note that these three

lasses are not necessarily exclusive, and research papers have in-

luded decisions from multiple classes to better mitigate strategic

aiting behavior. Yet, the underlying mechanisms and rationals re-

iewed in this paper for each class will remain unchanged. 

Specifically, we first characterize strategies that curb the neg-

tive influence of strategic consumer behavior by limiting price

hanges (i.e., via controlling p 1 and p 2 ) as the Pricing class. For

xample, the seller could fix two period prices to be the same

i.e., p 1 = p 2 ) to remove consumers’ incentives from waiting for

ossible future discounts (e.g., see Su and Zhang, 2008 for the

xed price strategy); the seller could announce a future price path

i.e., p 1 and p 2 are announced and committed at the beginning

f the selling season) to discourage strategic waiting behavior by

ommitting to a high second-period price (e.g., see Aviv and Paz-

al, 2008 for the price-commitment strategy); the seller could

ssure early purchasing consumers the best price by offering to

atch the price difference (i.e., reimburse max { 0 , p 1 − p 2 } to con-

umers, if the seller lowers its future price) (e.g., see Lai et al.,

010 for the price-matching strategy). We will explore these pric-

ng decisions in Section 3 . 

Another class of strategies to counteract strategic waiting be-

avior by limiting product availability (via controlling Q 1 and

 2 ) can be characterized as the Inventory class. For example,

hrough intentionally understock inventory (e.g., see Liu and

an Ryzin, 2008 ), the seller could suppress the rationing proba-

ility, and the strategic consumer who contemplates an immediate

urchase vs. a wait decision will incline to purchase early due to

he concern that the product might not be available anymore in

he second period. We will detail the influence of inventory deci-

ions on strategic consumer behavior in Section 4 . 

Similar to inventory decisions, the seller could also adopt the

ast class of strategies, the Information class, to influence strate-

ic consumers’ perceptions about the product availability. For ex-

mple, the seller may choose to display partial inventory infor-

ation, instead of full inventory information, to increase the per-

eived product scarcity to discourage strategic waiting behavior

 Yin et al., 2009 ), or the seller could intentionally hide product

nformation and dispose unsold units through an opaque chan-
ments of strategic consumer behavior in operations management, 
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el to curb consumers’ perception about the product availability

 Jerath et al., 2010 ). The impact of these information decisions on

onsumers’ behavior will be reviewed in Section 5 . Finally, we will

onclude this paper by discussing possible future research direc-

ions in Section 6 . 

. Pricing 

Recent research on strategic consumer behavior has ex-

lored and developed various pricing strategies to counteract

trategic consumer behavior, such as responsive pricing strat-

gy ( Cachon and Swinney, 2009 ), fixed price strategy ( Su and

hang, 2008 ), inter-temporal price matching strategy ( Lai et al.,

010 ), and price commitment strategy ( Aviv and Pazgal, 2008 ), etc.

n the following, we will discuss the influence of strategic con-

umer behavior under these pricing strategies and their mech-

nisms and effectiveness on counteracting consumers’ strategic

aiting behavior. 

.1. Responsive pricing 

When there is no strategic waiting behavior, the firm benefits

rom the ability to adjust its prices in the future as more infor-

ation become available. In particular, the firm could dynamically

hange its prices in response to newly available information such

s consumers’ purchasing decisions, sales data, and inventory lev-

ls. We, therefore, will use responsive pricing and dynamic pricing

nterchangeably to highlight the fact that dynamic price changes

re in response to new information. However, without commit-

ing to future prices in advance or limiting the extent of future

rice changes, responsive pricing strategy could be explored by

trategic consumers: Realizing that the firm could lower its prices

n the future when there is ample leftover inventory, consumers

ill postpone their purchasing decisions and wait strategically for

uture discounts. In other words, fewer consumers will purchase

t the premium price, and the seller’s ability to offer different

rices as a market segmentation mechanism becomes less effec-

ive ( Coase, 1972 ). 

Responsive pricing is a commonly observed pricing strategy

n practice. It is not only because the firm may lack commit-

ent power to adopt other pricing strategies (e.g., pre-announced

ricing and price matching strategy), but also because the opti-

al prices under dynamic pricing strategy are often stable and

acilitate consumers to learn and anchor their estimations for

uture prices. For example, Wu et al. (2015) propose a con-

umer’s heuristic model in estimating markdown prices. In par-

icular, strategic consumers do not exactly know the firm’s fu-

ure prices when they time their purchases. Instead, they may rely

n past prices to anchor their estimation – the reference price.

u et al. (2015) demonstrate the stability of their model by point-

ng out that in the long run, the reference and dynamic prices have

teady state distributions under general conditions. 

One of the potential benefits of responsive pricing strategy is

hat the firm could learn the market demand via sales data and

mprove its future pricing decisions. The literature has proposed

odels to incorporate such learning into the dynamic pricing prac-

ice. For example, Levina et al. (2009) study a monopolistic firm

ho can dynamically price a perishable product and simultane-

usly learn the market via an aggregating algorithm. They demon-

trate via numerical studies that the learning procedure is quite

obust to deviations of the actual market. In the majority of dy-

amic pricing literature, the ability to adjust future prices based on

pdated demand information can benefit the firm. However, such

earning ability may not necessarily benefit the firm when con-

umers are strategic. Aviv et al. (2016) study a Bayesian learning

odel and demonstrate that the firm’s ability to learn about the
Please cite this article as: M.M. Wei, F. Zhang, Recent research developm

Computers and Operations Research (2017), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cor
arket size can intensify strategic waiting behavior and hence hurt

he firm’s revenue performance due to the information shaping ef-

ect. Chen and Wang (2016) find that the firm’s ability to learn

bout consumers’ valuations can be undermined by strategic wait-

ng behavior. They propose a randomized Bayesian policy, which

earns and updates the belief of consumers’ valuation in each pe-

iod with a certain probability, to completely learn consumers’ val-

ations in the long run. Huang et al. (2017) investigate the rela-

ionship between demand learning and preference learning under

he context of mass customizations ( Cil and Pangburn, 2017 ). They

rgue that these two learning effects can be either complements or

ubstitutes, and under strategic consumer behavior, the substitute

ffect tends to dominate for fashionable products (i.e., consumers’

aluations decrease quickly). 

Besides the firm, consumers can also learn signals from early

ales. Papanastasiou and Savva (2016) consider a setting in which

trategic consumers could delay their purchases to learn prod-

cts’ quality from online reviews (social learning). Under this set-

ing, they demonstrate that responsive pricing strategy is preferred

ver the non-responsive pricing strategy (e.g., pre-announced pric-

ng strategy). Due to social learning, the optimal responsive pricing

olicy consists of an initial low price to accelerate the learning pro-

ess by encouraging more online reviews, and then depending on

he revealed quality perception, the firm could either raise or lower

rices later. Further, they find that social learning will improve the

rm’s profit, despite the fact that social learning may encourage

trategic waiting behavior to some extent. Feldman et al. (2016) ex-

end this line of research to consider the optimal product quality

esign. They find that social learning could have a negative impact

n the firm’s profit, and it is optimal for the firm to opt for a low

uality design. 

Merely relying on responsive pricing strategy may not effec-

ively counteract strategic consumer behavior, but when responsive

ricing strategy is adopted together with the capacity decision, the

trategic consumer behavior could be effective contained. For ex-

mple, Levin et al. (2010) study the optimal dynamic pricing strat-

gy in a continuous time setting. They demonstrate that limiting

nitial capacity together with optimal dynamic pricing decisions is

rucial for effectively curbing the negative effects of strategic con-

umer behavior. 

.2. Pre-announced pricing 

The firm could pro-actively announce their future pricing

chedules at the beginning of a selling season (i.e., pre-announced

ricing strategy). By committing to a smaller discount in the fu-

ure, the firm could limit price differences and therefore discour-

ge strategic waiting incentives. For example, Filene’s Basement is

nown for its pre-announced pricing policy. At the Filene’s Base-

ent Boston store, unsold products will be offered at 25%, 50%,

nd 75% off their original prices after two, four, and six weeks,

espectively. After two months, the remaining unsold items will

e donated to charity ( Bell and Starr, 1993 ). Additional examples

f pre-announced pricing strategy include Lands’ End Overstocks’

n the Counter website, Dress for Less, Tuesday Morning discount

tores, Wanamaker discount department store in Philadelphia, and

KTS ticket booths in New York City ( Yin et al., 2009 ). 

When compared to responsive pricing strategy, pre-announced

ricing strategy can benefit the firm through mitigating strategic

onsumer behavior. Aviv and Pazgal (2008) study and compare two

ypes of markdown strategies: pre-announced pricing strategy and

esponsive pricing strategy. They find that as expected, a flexible

nd information-dependent responsive pricing strategy performs

etter for the firm than the pre-announced strategy when con-

umers are myopic. Yet, pre-announced pricing strategy could be

dvantageous to the seller and performs better than responsive
ents of strategic consumer behavior in operations management, 
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pricing strategy under strategic consumer behavior. They show that

strategic consumer behavior affects the seller’s ability to effectively

perform price segmentation, and this influence persists even un-

der low levels of initial inventory. They further point out that it

is important to endogenize strategic consumer behavior consider-

ation in the firm’s decision-making process, as ignoring strategic

consumer behavior and incorrectly assuming them to be myopic

could cause potential revenue losses as high as 20%. Extending

Aviv and Pazgal (2008) where there is one price change allowed,

Dasu and Tong (2010) study a model that permits multiple price

adjustments. They show that limiting the number of price changes

will decrease the firm’s revenue performance. Yet, the number of

price changes need not be large, and two or three price changes

are sufficient enough to achieve a near optimal revenue perfor-

mance. 

Instead of announcing a fixed price that is not responsive to

newly revealed information in the future, the firm could reinstall

certain responsiveness to pre-announced pricing strategy by an-

nouncing a price menu that is contingent on sales or future in-

ventory levels. Correa et al. (2016) propose such a pre-announced

pricing menu and develop a novel gradient-based method to solve

the firm’s price optimization problem. Through numerical exper-

iments, they show that this proposed inventory contingent pre-

announced pricing strategy outperforms the non-contingent pre-

announced pricing strategy with revenue improvements up to 4.4%.

Pre-announced pricing strategy could be robust to market un-

certainty and does not necessarily require precise market knowl-

edge of strategic behavior to perform well. In particular, when

the fraction of strategic customers in the market is unknown,

Mersereau and Zhang (2012) propose a robust pre-announced pric-

ing strategy, which minimizes the maximum relative revenue loss

over all possible fractions of strategic consumers in the market.

They show that this robust pre-announced pricing strategy, while

requiring no prior knowledge of the fraction of strategic con-

sumers, performs well. 

However, pre-announced pricing strategy might be costly and

sub-optimal when the firm possesses the opportunity to learn the

demand and replenish its inventory before the selling season be-

gins. Cachon and Swinney (2009) develop a model in which the

firm has the quick response ability to procure additional inventory

at a higher unit cost than the initial order after learning the precise

demand information before the selling season begins. They argue

that pre-announced pricing strategy is often too costly as inven-

tory may remain unsold at the end of the second period. Instead,

responsive pricing strategy together with the quick response abil-

ity could better match the supply with demand and improve the

sellers profitability. 

3.3. Fixed pricing 

Broadly speaking, fixed pricing strategy can be treated as a spe-

cial case of pre-announced pricing strategy in which the firm an-

nounces it will keep prices unchanged in the future. Yet, fixed

pricing strategy is extensively mentioned and benchmarked in the

strategic consumer behavior literature, due to its simple structure

and popularity in practice. Moreover, we will see that under cer-

tain conditions, optimal pre-announced pricing strategy could con-

verge to fixed pricing strategy. Therefore, we will dedicate this sub-

section to fixed pricing strategy. 

Stokey (1979) considers a monopolist who is able to credibly

commit to a price path during a continuous time selling season

and shows that (for the case of zero production cost) it is opti-

mal for the firm to only sell products at the beginning of sell-

ing season and forgo the opportunity to perform price discrimi-

nation. In other words, optimal pre-announced pricing strategy ac-

tually takes the form of a fixed pricing policy. Whang (2014) stud-
Please cite this article as: M.M. Wei, F. Zhang, Recent research develop

Computers and Operations Research (2017), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cor
es pre-announced pricing strategy under a linear demand function

n which parameters of the function can be learned by consumers

ia Bayesian method, and derived the optimal pricing scheme. In

ddition, the author shows that when there is no parameter un-

ertainty (e.g., parameters for the demand function are common

nowledge), it is optimal to announce the same price for both pe-

iods (i.e., a fixed pricing strategy). 

Su (2010a ) studies a dynamic pricing problem for products with

table and repetitive consumption patterns over an infinite time

orizon. Consumers are strategic and may stock up products for

uture consumption. The author shows that fixed pricing strategy

revails, and the price promotions (i.e., variable prices) should be

sed only when frequent buyers possess a higher willingness to

ay. 

Fixed pricing strategy is particularly effective when there are

peculators who enter the market purely with the intention to re-

ell products. Su (2010b ) demonstrates that the presence of spec-

lators increases the firm’s profit even though they may compete

ith the firm for strategic consumers in the second period. Fur-

her, while charging the fixed price, the firm could effectively en-

oy the benefits of price discrimination, thanks to the resale by

peculators. In a market that comprises myopic consumers, strate-

ic consumers, and speculators, Lim and Tang (2013) argue that

xed pricing strategy is optimal for an upward market where the

xpected valuation increases over time. Even under a downward

arket, fixed pricing strategy continues to be optimal, if the first-

eriod sales could induce more demand in the second period and

he expected valuation does not decrease too much. 

To successfully implement fixed pricing strategy, the firm must

ossess certain commitment power to not mark down price in the

uture. For example, Su and Zhang (2008) show that fixed pricing

trategy could improve the firm’s profit over a markdown strategy.

he authors point out that the commitment to fixed pricing strat-

gy may not be credible, as the firm will find it profitable later on

n the season to adjust its price downward to segment the market.

herefore, Su and Zhang (2008) discuss possible commitment de-

ices, such as decentralized supply chain and contracts (e.g., mark-

own money, sales rebates, and buyback contracts), to attain the

esired commitment outcomes. 

.4. Price matching 

The firm may completely eliminate strategic waiting behavior

y adopting an inter-temporal price matching strategy: The firm

uarantees to reimburse the price difference for a consumer who

urchases a product at the premium price and finds that the seller

iscounts the price later. In practice, the price matching strat-

gy started to proliferate in the early 1980s in consumer elec-

ronics, auto, discount stores, retail, manufacturing, and financial

arkets ( Edlin, 1997 ). Essentially, under such a strategy, the firm

grees to match the price difference at any time in the future if

he price ever decreases. Therefore, consumers will no longer be

oncerned about their purchase timing and will buy the product

s long as their expected surplus from an immediate purchase is

on-negative (i.e., behave myopically). Besides eliminating strate-

ic waiting behavior, another benefit of the price matching strategy

s that it allows the seller to increase the firm’s premium price in

he early selling season. Yet, the downside is that, by promising to

eimburse the price differences, price matching strategy limits the

eller’s options to adjust its prices downward later, as doing so is

t the cost of issuing a refund to consumers who purchase earlier. 

Lai et al. (2010) study the benefits of price matching strategy

nd compare it to responsive pricing strategy in a market consist-

ng of both strategic and myopic consumers. They find that when

he fraction of strategic consumers is not too small and their val-

ations decline at a medium rate, price matching strategy could
ments of strategic consumer behavior in operations management, 
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ignificantly improve the firm’s profit. In addition, the performance

f price matching strategy is insensitive to the proportion of con-

umers who actually claim the refund when the firm lowers its

rice at the end of selling season. Further, price matching strat-

gy could be a Pareto improvement on both the firm’s profitability

nd consumers’ surplus, especially when the variance of the mar-

et size of the high-valuation consumers is high. Note that the firm

ay not need to match the full amount of the price difference (e.g.,

ee Li and Zhang, 2013 for a model of the optimal level of partial

rice match). 

Similar to price matching strategy, the firm could partially re-

mburse consumers who purchase early at the premium price by

ffering a return option. Altug and Aydinliyim (2016) propose a

odel in which strategic consumers are uncertain about their valu-

tions early in the season. They demonstrate that allowing returns

nd offering a generous refund could induce more sales at the pre-

ium price by mitigating consumers’ early-purchase regret and

ignaling clearance unavailability risk. Further, they find that the

efund policy does not need to be exceedingly generous to deter

trategic waiting behavior, and the optimal refund amount is typi-

ally lower than the clearance price. Different from price matching

trategy, in which the refund is proposed to limit consumers’ re-

ret from purchasing early at a higher price, the return option uses

he refund to limit consumers’ regret from a low realized valuation

ater. 

.5. Other pricing strategies 

Besides the aforementioned pricing strategies, many innovative

ricing strategies have been practiced in the industry and/or re-

ently studied in the literature to mitigate the negative impact

f strategic consumer behavior on the firm’s revenue/profit per-

ormance. In this subsection, we will discuss five newly proposed

trategies. 

The firm could also influence consumers’ waiting incentives by

ntentionally introducing uncertainty to the future price strate-

ic consumers will pay. Cachon and Feldman (2015) propose a

iscount-frequently policy in which the future price is committed

ut uncertain. In particular, the firm commits to price down the

roduct if its potential demand is lower than a threshold. When

here is a search cost for high-valuation consumers to visit the

tore, they show that under this probabilistic pricing policy, in or-

er to encourage high-valuation consumers to search and visit the

tore, the firm will provide more frequent and deeper discounts

han would be optimal given the realization of demand. Further,

hey demonstrate that this discount-frequently strategy is optimal

nd often much better than other deterministic pricing strategies

uch as fixed pricing strategy and responsive pricing strategy. 

Instead of introducing uncertainty to future prices, the firm

ould randomize the final product strategic consumers will re-

eive. Jerath et al. (2010) study an opaque selling strategy under

hich the firm hides many descriptive attributes of its products

o that consumers cannot fully predict the final product among all

ossible choices. They demonstrate that responsive pricing strat-

gy dominates the opaque selling strategy when consumers’ valu-

tions are high or there is little differentiation among all choices;

therwise, the opaque selling strategy prevails. In addition, the

ncreasing probability of high demand may strongly favor the

doption of the opaque selling strategy. However, the effect of

paque selling strategy could be mitigated if strategic consumers

xploit these channels through collaboration via social networks.

evina et al. (2015) study three possible collaboration forms: ex-

hange of bid result information, coordinated bidding, and coordi-

ated bidding with risk pooling. They show that these collabora-

ions could significantly increase the benefits for consumers. Fur-

her, they argue that these collaborations could expand the market
Please cite this article as: M.M. Wei, F. Zhang, Recent research developm

Computers and Operations Research (2017), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cor
y attracting risk-averse consumers and thus improve the firm’s

evenue performance. 

Chen and Farias (2015) introduce a “restricted sub-martingale”

onstraint to a continuous time setting under which the firm

dopts pre-announced pricing strategy – the robust dynamic pric-

ng strategy . Under this constraint, strategic customers will behave

yopically and only purchase upon arrival. They show that this ro-

ust dynamic pricing strategy is guaranteed to achieve 29% of the

ptimal revenue under any other optimal dynamic mechanism. In

ddition, they demonstrate that this robust dynamic pricing is easy

o implement as the firm could compute the optimal robust pric-

ng without prior knowledge of consumers’ discount factors and

onitoring costs. 

Without introducing the “restricted sub-martingale” constraint, 

viv and Wei (2016) consider a broad class of mechanisms, early-

urchase reward programs, to counteract the negative influence

f strategic consumer behavior and identify the optimal program

tructure. This class of programs is quite general and includes, but

s not limited to, strategies such as price matching strategy, the

rice commitment strategy, responsive pricing strategy, etc. Un-

er a deterministic continuous time model, they obtain a com-

lete analytical characterization of the optimal early-purchase re-

ard program structure, the surplus-matching early-purchase re-

ard program , under which it is also optimal for strategic con-

umers to behave myopically upon arrival. They also extend this

ptimal surplus-matching program structure to a general model-

ng framework that consists of market size uncertainty, production

osts, mixture of strategic and non-strategic consumers, etc. They

emonstrate that the optimal program can be advantageous in set-

ings involving modest-to-high degrees of fashion and high degrees

f market size uncertainty, regardless of the percentage of strategic

onsumers in the market. 

One possible risk of being strategic and waiting for possible

uture discounts is that consumers may need to compete with

ach other for limited remaining units and may not be guaran-

eed to obtain the product at the discounted price. To alleviate

uch risk, Elmaghraby et al. (2009) propose a reservation regime

trategy : The firms pre-announce both the premium price and the

learance price at the beginning of the season and a consumer

ould reserve the product for purchase at the clearance price. If

he consumer reserves the product and it remains available at the

nd of the selling season, then this consumer is obligated to pur-

hase it at the clearance price. They show that when there is a sin-

le unit of inventory, this additional purchasing/reservation option

ay not necessarily benefit customers, but could limit the strate-

ic waiting behavior and improve the firm’s revenue performance.

nder a similar setting with multiple units of inventory available,

sadchiy and Vulcano (2010) show that the reservation option

ould improve (sometimes more than 12%) the firm’s revenue per-

ormance when the firm adopts pre-announced pricing strategy to-

ether with the reservation option. Surasvadi et al. (2016) propose

 contingent price markdown strategy in which reserved units can

e claimed only when the number of reservations exceeds a cer-

ain threshold (and the firm will immediately discount its price to

 pre-announced level) or at the end of the selling season. They

how that this contingent price markdown strategy could outper-

orm pre-announced pricing strategy and fixed pricing strategy. 

.6. Additional factors 

As discussed in previous subsections, strategic consumer be-

avior will influence the firm’s pricing decisions. Such influence

ecomes increasingly unpredictable when strategic consumer be-

avior is integrated with other factors. In this subsection, we will

onsider the impact of some influential factors, such as waiting pa-
ents of strategic consumer behavior in operations management, 
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tience, consumers’ regret, product rollover, and competition, on the

firm’s pricing decisions under strategic consumer behavior. 

Consumers’ waiting patience could influence the structure and

monotonicity of pre-announced pricing strategy. In particular,

when consumers exhibit different waiting patience before purchas-

ing or leaving, Besbes and Lobel (2015) show that the firm should

restrict its attention to pre-announced cyclic pricing policy. In par-

ticular, by focusing on monotonic pricing policies, they demon-

strate that it is optimal for the firm to gradually discount its prices

and offer two significant discounts – one at the halfway point and

the other at the end of the cycle. Further, Su (2007) considers the

correlation between the waiting patience and consumers’ valua-

tions and shows that when consumers’ valuations are negatively

correlated with their waiting patience, it is optimal for the firm

to pre-announce a monotonically decreasing price scheme, which

is consistent with Besbes and Lobel (2015) . However, when con-

sumers’ valuations are positively correlated with their waiting pa-

tience (i.e., high valuation consumers are more patient than low-

valuation consumers), the firm should pre-announce an increas-

ing price scheme. In addition, Su (2007) is one of two papers (the

second paper is Zhang and Zhang, 2017 ) that argue strategic con-

sumer behavior may potentially benefit the seller, as low-value

consumers’ waiting behavior will limit future product availability

that could benefit the seller by increasing high-value consumers’

willingness-to-pay. 

Borgs et al. (2014) consider a multi-period pre-announced pric-

ing problem under a service level guarantee (i.e., the induced de-

mand under pre-announced prices must be no larger than the

firm’s capacity). They find that due to strategic waiting behav-

ior, price changes may lead to a violation of service level guaran-

tee. Therefore, when strategic consumers become more patient, the

firm raises its prices to satisfy the service level guarantee. In addi-

tion, the firm will utilize the same prices in multiple periods and

limit the number of different prices in its optimal pricing policy.

Yet, compared to fixed pricing strategy, this pre-announced pricing

strategy continues to prevail. 

Consumers’ regret could shape the firm’s pricing decisions. In

particular, regret may arise when a consumer chooses to wait but

encounters stockout later (i.e., inaction regret), or when the con-

sumer purchases at the premium price early but realizes that the

product is still available at a discounted price or that her valua-

tion turns out to be lower than the premium price (i.e., action re-

gret). Nasiry and Popescu (2012) discuss both action regret and in-

action regret and argue that regret can hurt the firm’s profitabil-

ity under pre-announced pricing strategy. Yet, if consumers ex-

hibit heterogeneity in their regret, then the firm could potentially

benefit from larger shares of regretful buyers. Further, Nasiry and

Popescu (2012) suggests that the negative effect of regret can

be mitigated by offering refunds, options, or resale opportuni-

ties. Özer and Zheng (2015) also consider consumers’ regret and

show that pre-announced pricing strategy performs better than the

fixed-price strategy when the inaction regret dominates the action

regret and consumers value the product sufficiently high. 

Pricing decisions also play a significant role in the product

launch and rollover strategies. Liang et al. (2014) demonstrate that

when there is a large portion of strategic consumers, the firm

should not price down the old product upon the new product’s

launch. Under this situation, a single rollover strategy where the

old product is phased out from the market is preferred, especially

when the new product’s innovation is low. Lobel et al. (2015) also

study the product rollover strategy. They show that under the

fixed price strategy, the firm can benefit significantly from pre-

announcing its technology release and product rollover. 

Zhang and Zhang (2017) study the impact of trade-in reman-

ufacturing in a two-period selling horizon. A firm sells a prod-

uct in the first period and may collect the used products for re-
Please cite this article as: M.M. Wei, F. Zhang, Recent research develop

Computers and Operations Research (2017), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cor
anufacturing in the second period through a trade-in program.

he authors study how consumer purchasing behavior affects

he economic and environmental values of the remanufacturing

ractice. They show that trade-in remanufacturing helps exploit

he forward-looking behavior of strategic consumers, which could

e much more significant than the widely recognized revenue-

enerating and environmental benefits of remanufacturing. In ad-

ition, it has been found that the seller may benefit from strategic

onsumer behavior. This is because strategic consumers take the

uture trade-in value of a product into account and, therefore, have

igher willingness to pay in the first period compared to myopic

onsumers. 

At last, strategic consumer behavior influences the firms’

ricing decisions and revenue performance under competition.

evin et al. (2009) present a dynamic pricing model under an

ligopolistic setting and show that ignoring strategic behavior can

ave serious negative impacts on firms’ revenues. They also hint

hat limiting information availability to consumers instead of shar-

ng full information may lead to different equilibrium outcomes

rom which the firm may potentially benefit. Competition could

e either detrimental or beneficial to the firm under strategic con-

umer behavior. Gilbert and Jonnalagedda (2011) consider a firm

ricing durable products and corresponding consumable products

i.e., these durable products need to be used together with con-

umable products, e.g., iPods and songs, printers and ink). Strate-

ic consumers anticipate the future prices of both durable and

onsumable products when making purchase decisions for the

urables. Under a pre-announced pricing strategy, Gilbert and Jon-

alagedda (2011) show that if the firm could commit to shutting

own production of its durable products after an initial sale, then

he competition from another firm offering consumables of de-

raded quality could mitigate consumers’ fears of being locked in

i.e., lure consumers by charging a lower price for durable products

nd then extract revenue from charging a higher price for consum-

bles). However, if the firm cannot commit to shutting down the

roduction of its durables, then the competition in the consum-

bles market would be less beneficial. 

Parlaktürk (2012) consider vertically differentiated product

ompetition under a duopoly setting. They demonstrate that

he loss due to strategic consumer behavior could be smaller

nder vertically differentiated products than under the single-

roduct benchmark, especially when one product has a signifi-

antly lower cost-to-quality ratio. Under a similar setting, Liu and

hang (2013) show that increasing strategic behavior hurts both

rms’ profits, but the low-quality firm suffers more than the high-

uality firm. Further, they highlight that switching from responsive

ricing strategy to fixed pricing strategy, by either firm, could im-

rove profits for both firms. 

. Inventory 

Inventory plays a critical role in many operations management

ettings. A firm’s inventory decisions can affect customer purchas-

ng behavior in multiple ways. For example, stocking decisions de-

ermine the availability of the products, so they may affect a cus-

omer’s incentive to visit the store or wait for sales. Also, the sales

uantity of a product depends on inventory decisions, which may

ave certain network effects on customers’ perceived utility. In this

ection, we review the literature that involves firms’ inventory de-

isions under strategic customer behavior. This literature can be di-

ided into two groups. The first group of studies considers a single

rdering decision for the firm, while the second allows firms to

eplenish inventory over time. It is worth noting that in some ser-

ice operations settings, a firm may make decisions with respect to

he capacity rather than the inventory. However, the analysis and
ments of strategic consumer behavior in operations management, 
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nsights are analogous and therefore we will use inventory and ca-

acity exchangeably in this paper. 

.1. Single order 

In operations settings with potential mismatch between supply

nd demand, stockout is always a risk that customers should not

verlook. Therefore, when a strategic customer chooses to wait for

etter deals, she must evaluate the trade-off between the benefit

f lower price and the risk of stockout. Similarly, when there is

 setup cost (e.g., time and transportation) for visiting the firm, a

ustomer also needs to gauge the probability of getting the product

hen paying the setup cost. As a result, a firm may use the stock-

ng decision to influence customers’ purchasing behavior. There are

 number of papers that examine the role of inventory decisions

nder strategic customer behavior when there is a single ordering

pportunity. 

Su and Zhang (2008) are the among the first to introduce

trategic customer behavior to the classic newsvendor setting. A

ewsvendor retailer decides on the price and stocking quantity at

he beginning of the selling season. The leftover inventory at the

nd of the selling season will be salvaged at an exogenous price.

arket demand is random and consists of infinitesimal individual

ustomers. Each consumer may either purchase the product in the

elling season or wait for the lower salvage price; however, due

o uncertain market demand, the product may not still be avail-

ble after the selling season. Su and Zhang (2008) adopt the ra-

ional expectations (RE) equilibrium to characterize the outcome

f the game between the customers and the retailer. It has been

ound that the retailer would charge a lower price and stock a

ower quantity, compared to the case with myopic customers. This

ndicates that a firm may wish to limit its order quantity to con-

ain strategic waiting behavior. The rationale behind this result is

ntuitive: A lower stock quantity implies a higher stockout proba-

ility in the salvage period, which clearly reduces the incentives

or customers to wait. A similar finding is reported by Liu and

an Ryzin (2008) , who demonstrate that capacity rationing can

itigate strategic waiting behavior using a two-period model with

 fixed declining price path. It is worth noting that for the capac-

ty rationing strategy to be optimal, strategic consumers must be

erfectly rational and can accurately predict the probability of ob-

aining a unit in the future; otherwise (e.g., strategic consumers

re bounded rational), the capacity rationing strategy may be sub-

ptimal (see Huang and Liu, 2015 ). Su and Zhang (2008) also

how that if the retailer has the commitment power, then it will

hoose a quantity even lower than that in the RE equilibrium.

hus how to achieve credible quantity commitment becomes an

mportant question. Interestingly, they show that in a decentral-

zed supply chain setting (i.e., when the retailer procures from a

upplier), a wholesale price can help the retailer indirectly achieve

he commitment power. Hence, a decentralized supply chain under

 wholesale price contract may outperform a centralized supply

hain without commitment power. Such a finding reveals a new

nsight that double marginalization can be beneficial to a firm (and

 supply chain) when facing strategic customers. 

Follow-up studies have extended ( Su and Zhang, 2008 ) to

tudy advance selling or equivalently, preorder strategies. Zhao and

tecke (2010) and Prasad et al. (2011) study when advance sell-

ng is beneficial for a newsvendor retailer. A key feature in these

apers is that customers have uncertain product valuations in the

dvance selling period. Depending on problem parameters, the un-

ertain valuation may either induce customers to preorder or wait,

hich represents an additional driving force behind customers’

urchasing behavior. The authors show in their settings that ad-

ance selling is not necessarily beneficial; further, they charac-

erize the conditions under which advance selling is optimal for
Please cite this article as: M.M. Wei, F. Zhang, Recent research developm

Computers and Operations Research (2017), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cor
he newsvendor retailer. Li and Zhang (2013) also consider a pre-

rder setting, but with a focus on the value of advance demand

nformation. By collecting preorders, a firm may update its be-

ief about demand and plan ahead for production and delivery of

roducts. It has been lauded in the operations literature that pre-

rders can provide valuable demand information to facilitate op-

rations planning. In contrast, Li and Zhang (2013) demonstrate

hat accurate advance demand information may improve product

vailability, which undermines the firm’s ability to charge a high

reorder price. Thus accurate demand information does not nec-

ssarily help improve a firm’s profit under strategic customer be-

avior. Moreover, they examine the effectiveness of price guaran-

ees in the preorder setting (i.e., compensate preorder customers

n case of a price drop); it has been found that accurate demand

nformation may still hurt the firm due to strategic customer be-

avior. The industry has proposed various innovative advance sell-

ng strategies to counteract strategic consumer behavior. For ex-

mple, Wei and Zhang (2016) study a preorder-contingent produc-

ion strategy, where the firm’s production decision is contingent on

reorder quantities. By controlling future product availability, this

trategy could effectively mitigate strategic waiting behavior and

hus significantly improve the seller’s profit performance. In par-

icular, when the market size is deterministic, they illustrate that

his preorder-contingent production strategy can completely elimi-

ate strategic waiting behavior and attain the seller’s profit perfor-

ance under the myopic consumer case. 

Altug and Aydinliyim (2016) study the impact of return policy

n strategic customer behavior. A newsvendor retailer sells a prod-

ct to customers with uncertain valuations; after purchase, a cus-

omer may return the product in case the realized valuation is too

ow. Clearly, the return policy will affect how many units will be

ut on the salvage market, which affects the product availability

nd hence customers’ incentives for waiting. The authors develop

 model that involves three decisions on pricing, inventory, and re-

und. They find that under strategic customers, the optimal refund

evel will be lower than the salvage value (In contrast, the opti-

al level has been shown to be equal to the salvage value under

yopic customers; see Su, 2009 ). In addition, the retailer might be

orse off by allowing returns for strategic customers. A return pol-

cy can improve the retailer’s profit only when the salvage value is

igher than a threshold value. 

In many situations, a customer has to incur non-trivial costs

ven before making a purchase (e.g., time and effort spent on re-

earching the product and traveling to the store). Obviously, such

p-front setup costs will be sunk without any return if the prod-

ct is out of stock. Hence, the willingness of a customer to visit

he firm depends on the firm’s stocking decision, which deter-

ines the availability of the product. There are papers that study

ow to induce customers to visit a firm using various strategies.

ana and Petruzzi (2001) endogenize the relationship between in-

entory level and demand (i.e., high inventory induces more de-

and due to higher availability) for the classic newsvendor model.

hey find that under such a relationship, firms will stock more

nd provide a higher fill rate. Su and Zhang (2009) considers a

ewsvendor retailer selling to strategic customers with a search

ost. The retailer determines a price and an unobservable stock-

ng quantity; the customers decide whether to visit the retailer

r not. When making the visit decision, the customer needs to

valuate the probability of product availability. The retailer may

se two strategies to induce a customer visit and improve profits.

irst, the retailer may offer availability guarantees (e.g., compen-

ate the customer if there is a stockout); second, the retailer may

ommit to a certain stocking quantity (e.g., reveal the stocking in-

ormation through a credible party). They show that the retailer

an achieve the optimal profit and at the same time maximize

he social welfare by using a combination of these two strategies.
ents of strategic consumer behavior in operations management, 
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Cachon and Feldman (2015) propose a new strategy to deal with

strategic customers who are sensitive to the search cost. A cus-

tomer is more willing to incur the search cost when the antici-

pated price is low and/or the likelihood of availability is high. Thus,

a firm may either overstock (to signal availability) or offer fre-

quent price discounts (to strengthen the belief of low price). It has

been found that the frequent discount strategy is optimal for the

firm and thus works better than the overstock strategy. Although

the literature generally suggests the firm should limit markdowns

and purchase ample capacity in such problem settings, the authors

demonstrate that a strategy that uses frequent discounts under

moderate capacity could be optimal. 

A customer’s consumption utility from a product often depends

on the number of other customers who also purchase the prod-

uct. Depending on the nature of the product, such a network effect

can be either positive (e.g., for products that enjoy complementary

effects) or negative (e.g., for products that emphasize exclusivity).

It is clear that the sales quantity of a product hinges upon how

many products a firm releases in the market. Thus it is important

to study the impact of network effect on firms’ stocking or pro-

duction strategies. Tereya ̆go ̆glu and Veeraraghavan (2012) consider

a retailer’s problem when selling to conspicuous consumers. The

retailer can set price and production quantity to serve an uncertain

market. Consumers are conspicuous and thus prefer exclusivity of

the product. The authors study how to achieve the scarcity effect

for such a market and demonstrate that the effectiveness of the

scarcity strategy depends on the variability of the market demand.

They also show that to credibly commit to the scarcity strategy,

the firm may purposely choose expensive sourcing options (e.g.,

sourcing from expensive locations and using expensive raw mate-

rials). With the rapid developments of social media, the network

effect will become more significant; therefore, analyzing its impact

on firms’ operations strategies represents a promising research di-

rection. 

4.2. Multiple orders 

Although models with single ordering opportunity yield use-

ful insights into problems under strategic customer behavior, it is

not uncommon that a firm can replenish inventory over time. In

this subsection we proceed to review studies that consider mul-

tiple ordering opportunities when selling to strategic customers.

With more than one ordering opportunity, a firm is able to dy-

namically adjust the stocking decisions; at the same time, it allows

customers to form beliefs based on the market outcome over time.

These features may lead to new insights compared to the single-

order model settings. 

Several papers investigate the value of quick response when

selling to strategic customers. Quick response, a commonly

adopted practice, allows the firm to place two orders to satisfy

highly unpredictable market demand: The first order is placed be-

fore the selling season starts, and the second order after observing

sales at the beginning of the selling season. This has been widely

recognized as an effective tool for matching supply with demand

in the traditional supply chain management literature. Cachon and

Swinney (2009) re-examine the value of quick response in the

presence of strategic customers. Specifically, a retailer sells a prod-

uct in a single season with random demand. The retailer first sets

the price at the beginning of the selling season and then marks

down the leftover inventory at the end of the season; moreover,

under quick response, it may place two orders, before and after

the start of the selling season, respectively. The authors introduce

three types of customers into such a setting: myopic customers

who always purchase at the initial price, bargain customers who

only purchase if the markdown price is low enough, and finally,

strategic customers who optimize the timing of purchase to maxi-
Please cite this article as: M.M. Wei, F. Zhang, Recent research develop
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ize the expected surplus. It has been shown that quick response

ould be much more valuable when there are strategic customers.

he reason is that quick response can reduce the probability of

 massive inventory for markdown, which discourages the incen-

ives for customers to wait for lower price. Therefore, Cachon and

winney (2009) reveal a new insight that in addition to helping

atch supply with demand, quick response is a highly effective

ool for containing strategic customer behavior. Cachon and Swin-

ey (2011) study a fast fashion retailer’s problem by combining

uick response with enhanced product design. Note that quick re-

ponse allows the firm to minimize the lead time for procure-

ent, while enhanced design allows the firm to capture the lat-

st consumer trend. They find that similar to quick response, en-

anced product design also helps mitigate strategic customer be-

avior. This is because enhanced design will offer a more valu-

ble product to customers and make them less willing to wait

nd bear the stockout risk. It has also be found that, although

hese two strategies can be either complements or substitute, the

omplementary effect tends to dominate. That is, combining quick

esponse with enhanced design would generally lead to higher

rofits and more effectively deal with strategic waiting behavior.

winney (2011) continues to explore the value of quick response by

ncorporating uncertain customer valuations. Specifically, the cus-

omers have uncertain, heterogeneous valuations for the product;

he firm can either commit to a single production run or commit

o the quick response strategy. In contrast to Cachon and Swin-

ey (2009) , it is shown that the value of quick response is gener-

lly lower under strategic customers than under myopic customers.

his finding indicates that uncertain customer valuation is an im-

ortant driving force that firms should not overlook when devising

trategy under strategic customers. 

Dynamic models allow the firm and customers to repeatedly

nteract with each other. A couple of studies look into how firms

an use capacity rationing to shape customers’ belief about prod-

ct availability. Liu and Van Ryzin (2008) study firms’ capacity ra-

ioning strategy when customers can learn through repeated pur-

hases. Although customers cannot observe the firm’s capacity de-

ision, they can update their belief about availability based on the

arket outcomes in previous periods. They find that two market

quilibria may arise in their model: a rationing equilibrium (where

he firm charges a high price and only serves the top portion of

he market) and a low-price equilibrium (where the firm charge

 low price and serve the whole market). The actual equilibrium

utcome depends on the initial expectation of product availabil-

ty. Their result helps explain why some firms can be stuck with

ow-price strategy due to unfavorable customer initial expectations

ven though it is not the most profitable strategy. Courty and

asiry (2016) suggest that the firm could also produce less to in-

entionally undersupply consumers (i.e., buying frenzy), when con-

umers are sufficiently uncertain about their valuations and dis-

ount their future surplus to a certain extent. They argue that such

uying frenzy could be beneficial if the firm could not commit to

uture prices. Liu and Shum (2013) extend this line of research by

onsidering customer disappointment aversion. Using a two-period

odel, they find that without disappointment aversion, the firm

ill use a uniform pricing policy without rationing; however, un-

er disappointment aversion, rationing might be used to improve

he firm’s profit. In other words, disappointment aversion could be

nother reason for firms to use capacity rationing. 

Agrawal et al. (2015) develop a multi-period model to study

he so-called planned obsolescence strategy where the firm deter-

ines the durability of the product. Intuitively, a low durability al-

ows the firm to sell more products and enjoy higher profit. How-

ver, many firms do not follow such a strategy in practice. The au-

hors characterize the conditions under which the firm may adopt

 high-durability low-volume strategy. In particular, they show
ments of strategic consumer behavior in operations management, 
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hat high durability may induce consumers to pay a higher price

ue to higher resale value; this is especially the case when cus-

omers value the exclusivity of the product. Hu et al. (2015) stud-

es a joint inventory and markdown management problem under

trategic customer behavior. A firm sells a perishable good in a

ulti-period horizon; in each period, the firm sets the markdown

rice for leftover inventory from the previous period and also de-

ermines the order quantity for regular sales. This is similar to

grawal et al. (2015) in that it also focuses on obsolescence man-

gement. Hu et al. (2015) find that the firm should either mark-

own all leftover inventory or dispose of all of them (i.e., a par-

ial markdown is not optimal). In addition, there is a threshold be-

ond which the leftover inventory should be marked down. Their

esearch provides structural insights into such a complicated pric-

ng and inventory management problem. 

. Information 

Rational customers act based on their information about the

roduct and market. Thus firms can use the lever of informa-

ion to influence customer behavior. In this section, we consider

ow firms can deal with strategic customer behavior by manag-

ng information. To maintain focus, we only review studies involv-

ng firms’ decisions that directly affect the information available to

ustomers. In all the studies reviewed below, research results have

seful implications on how firms should manage information when

elling to strategic customers. 

Stocking level is clearly important information from customers’

erspective because it determines product scarcity and availability.

evealing inventory information is essentially equivalent to quan-

ity commitment. The literature has shown that credibly convey-

ng inventory information to customers will help improve firm

rofit when customers care about the stockout risk (see, e.g., Su

nd Zhang, 20 08,20 09 ). Allon et al. (2011) study the provision of

eal-time unverifiable inventory information to customers in a re-

ail setting. They consider a two-period selling horizon with de-

lining retail prices. The initial inventory is exogenously given and

ot observable to customers. The firm is allowed to use any in-

ormation provision strategy to communicate with customers. The

uthors characterize the equilibrium outcome of the communica-

ion game between the firm and customers. It has been found

hat with homogeneous customers, the equilibrium language by

he firm would carry no information. That is, in such a case the

rm is unable to share credible information to influence customer

ehavior. However, when customers exhibit heterogeneous charac-

eristics, they show the firm is capable of influencing customer

ehavior via sharing availability information under certain condi-

ions. Yin et al. (2009) study an innovative approach to informa-

ion release through inventory display. Two strategies have been

onsidered: display all (DA), where all available inventory is shown

o customers, or display one (DO), where only one unit is put on

isplay at a time. Clearly, the two display formats send different

nformation to customers when making their purchase decisions.

ssuming a fixed price path, the authors examine the impact of

ifferent display strategies on firm profit. They find that DO can

reate a sense of shortage risk and thus would work better than

he DA format; nevertheless, even DO is not effective in eliminat-

ng strategic waiting behavior. Furthermore, it has been found that

f a retailer wants to shift from DA to DO, it is not necessary to

ignificantly alter the inventory level – an appropriate price modi-

cation with the original inventory level would be sufficient. 

There are papers that consider managing information about

roduct characteristics. Jerath et al. (2010) study the benefit of hid-

ng product information in a revenue management setting. Last-

inute sales is commonly used in many service industries (e.g.,

irline and hotel) to dispose of unsold capacity. Although such
Please cite this article as: M.M. Wei, F. Zhang, Recent research developm
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 practice helps firms reap additional revenue, it may also train

trategic customers to purposely wait for lower prices. To mit-

gate the strategic waiting behavior, firms may use an opaque

ntermediary for last-minute sales, which hides the information

bout the actual provider of the service. The authors find that

paque selling is preferred over direct selling when customer val-

ations are relatively low or the differentiation among compet-

ng service providers is relatively large. In addition, opaque sell-

ng becomes more attractive when the probability of high demand

ncreases. Chu and Zhang (2011) investigate a retailer’s informa-

ion control strategy in advance selling. The retailer takes pre-

rders from customers in the advance selling period and can de-

ide how much information about the product to share with the

ustomers. They show that the firm’s optimal pricing strategy de-

ends on the amount of information available to customers. Specif-

cally, varying the amount of information may cause a dramatic

hange in the preorder demand under optimal pricing. It has also

een found that in the optimal information strategy, the retailer

hould either release no information or release partial information,

ut never release all information. Yu et al. (2015) studies a dy-

amic pricing problem under the presence of consumer-generated

uality information. Consumers who have purchased the product

ay share their opinions with other potential buyers; however, the

nformativeness of the product information depends on the vol-

me of sales. Thus, the seller can control the quality information

y controlling the initial sales. It has been shown that the firm

ight be worse off due to consumer-generated quality informa-

ion; even when the firm can benefit from the quality informa-

ion, it may prefer less accurate information. Interestingly, in such

 model setting, the consumers might be worse off under the pres-

nce of consumer-generated information, a result that contrasts

ith common wisdom that word-of-mouth information will help

onsumers. 

A few studies consider the value of information for the seller in

arious settings. Mersereau and Zhang (2012) study a markdown

ricing problem with an unknown fraction of strategic customers.

pecifically, a firm sells a product in a two-period horizon and

harges different prices over time. The market consists of both my-

pic and strategic customers, but the exact composition of the two

ypes of customers is unknown to the firm. The authors demon-

trate that a robust pricing policy performs well even without the

nowledge of the fraction of strategic customers. The finding indi-

ates that in such a model setting, the need to recognize strategic

ehavior is not as strong as one may expect. 

Huang and Van Mieghem (2013) study the value of demand

nformation that can be collected by click tracking. They adopt a

ewsvendor model setting similar to that in Su and Zhang (2009) ,

xcept that the customers can choose to visit (and click on) the

ebsite or not. When they click on the website, the seller can col-

ect more information about market demand. It has been shown

hat there exists an equilibrium in which all customers are willing

o click and provide advance demand information to the firm. In

ddition, the strategic customer behavior can be beneficial in the

ontext of click tracking, and click tracking can be advantageous

oth to the firm and to customers. 

A recent paper by Shum et al. (2016) examines the impact of

ncertain cost reduction when selling to strategic customers. It is

ot uncommon that a product experiences cost reduction during

he life cycle; however, the magnitude of cost reduction is uncer-

ain. How does this uncertainty affect strategic customer behav-

or and firm profit? Shum et al. (2016) show that the firm’s profit

ould be higher if the future cost is more uncertain; however, a

ore significant cost reduction does not necessarily benefit the

rm. The result has useful implications for firm’s pricing strategy

s well as cost reduction investment decisions. In a similar vein,

antin and Rubin (2016) investigate the impact of future price in-
ents of strategic consumer behavior in operations management, 
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formation on customer behavior and firm profit. By using a dataset

from the airline industry, they empirically examine how the pro-

vision of future price information affects transaction prices. There

is a significant price reduction effect as future price information

becomes available to customers, which indicates that helping cus-

tomers predict future price would aggravate strategic waiting be-

havior. This cautions firms to be careful in providing information

and setting prices when facing strategic customers. 

6. Conclusion and future research 

In this article, we review research papers that have recently

emerged in the Management Science and Operations Management

discipline and focus on the mechanisms and strategies to counter-

act the adverse influence of strategic consumer behavior. In par-

ticular, we categorize these mechanisms and strategies into three

classes: Pricing, Inventory, and Information. In each of these three

classes, the literature has been expanded extensively in the past

decade, and an increasing number of innovative policies and strate-

gies has been proposed to mitigate the adverse effect of strate-

gic waiting behavior. We believe that modeling strategic consumer

behavior will continue to be a fruitful research arena, as existing

research has been repetitively affirming the importance of endo-

genizing such behavior in the firm’s decision-making process. Al-

though we have seen a growing number of research papers that

are devoted to this area, there are still many new directions worth

further investigation. 

In the big data era, individual-level data have been accumu-

lated with extraordinary speed, and the growing availability of

customer-specific data, including social media, demographics, ge-

ographic, browsing/shopping history, etc., provides both firms and

consumers with unprecedented opportunities to tailor decisions to

their own needs. One direct, and somewhat unfavorable, impact of

this data is that it encourages strategic waiting behavior by equip-

ping consumers with accurate historical pricing information. The

immediate question is: How do consumers monitor price changes

and/or predict future price trajectory? There are research papers

that have started developing heuristics to model how strategic con-

sumers make decisions based on available past pricing information

(e.g., Wu et al., 2015 ). We believe it will be a promising and crit-

ical direction to understand this question, as to design better op-

erational decisions, the firm must first understand the long-term

impact of its pricing decisions. Besides pricing information, con-

sumers receive, both actively and passively, information from their

peers and social networks. Accordingly, how information spread

among strategic consumers, how social networks change strategic

consumers’ valuations and purchasing decisions, and accordingly

how firms can influence these processes will be uncharted but in-

teresting topics to explore. 

Big data could fundamentally changes firms’ decision-marking

processes by enabling them to predict consumers’ responses and

to propose innovative operational strategies based on the con-

sumers’ contextual information. Customers’ data is typically high-

dimensional, and therefore the question of how to select the most

significant covariates and what predictive model to adopt to pre-

dict consumers’ purchasing timing decisions will be challenging.

Novel models and algorithms have been proposed in statistics and

computer science communities (e.g., Tibshirani, 1996 and Fan and

Li, 2001 ), and it will be a timely research topic to better under-

stand and predict strategic consumers’ responses to different op-

erational decisions via this lens. In addition, identifying dynamic

strategies based on consumers’ contextual information has been

an active research area in our community (e.g., Bastani and Bay-

ati, 2015, Cohen et al., 2016 , and Javanmard and Nazerzadeh, 2016 ).

Yet, to the authors’ best knowledge, currently in this line of re-

search, papers that integrate strategic consumer considerations are
Please cite this article as: M.M. Wei, F. Zhang, Recent research develop

Computers and Operations Research (2017), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cor
bsent. Therefore, research that implicitly models strategic con-

umers’ responses will enable the firm to design better operational

trategies and generate more useful and practical insights. 

Lastly, we observe that recently, there is a growing interest

n data-based empirical and experimental studies (e.g., Li et al.,

014 and Osadchiy and Bendoly, 2015 ). The increasing availability

f data enables scholars to answer questions that are difficult to

alibrate through theoretical research. For example, how prevalent

s strategic consumer behavior in practice and in different indus-

ries? Is it possible to quantify the effect of strategic customer be-

avior on the firm’s profit and financial performance? Can we em-

irically or experimentally verify the existing findings from theo-

etical research? The answers to these questions could significantly

mprove the relevance of our theories by connecting them to real

ractice and help generate new theories to better explain the real-

orld observations. We, therefore, expect that empirical and exper-

mental studies will be an important part of future strategic con-

umer behavior research. 
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